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INTRODUCTION
Understanding of the atomic capture and de-excitation cascade of muons is of profound importance in the study of muon cata|yzed fusion Ill, because the fraction of muons reaching the deuterium ground state has a large influence on the overall fusion rate. In particular, the fusion cycle is inhibited by the slow transfer of muons between the ground states of deuterium and tritium. The muonic cascade is determined by a competition between radiative transitions, density dependent external Auger transitions, density dependent quenching of the muonic levels, and transfer processes which depend both on density ¢ and tritium concentration ct. As the rates for these processes differ widely between atomic shells, and also within each shell, the cascade can take very different routes depending on the actual population of these states. The original prediction of this cascade by Menshikov and Ponomarev [2] has been observed to differ significantly from the experimental results [3] [4] [5] , in particular, ql~ was found to fall much less rapidly with c~ than predicted.
THE MECHANISM: M-SHELL SPLITTING AND MOLECULAR TRANSFER SUPPRESSION
Our present conjecture is based on the observation that the splitting due to vacuum polarization between states in the M-shell of muonic hydrogen is about 70 meV, of the order of thermal energies in the experiments. This splitting is larger than the rates of Stark mixing between these states, so that they should retain approximately good angular momentum. On the other hand, as Stark mixing is believed [6] to be sufficiently fast so that the substates of the M-shell are populated statistically, for densities not less than ¢=0.01, the population of the 3s, 3p, and 3d states will be strongly temperature dependent below 500 K.
Of course, this observation relies on the fact that thermal equilibrium among the substates of the M-shell is established. We rely here on a detailed study of (#d) elastic and charge-exchange cross sections by Menshikov and Ponomarev [7] , which shows that the thermalization rate of excited muonic atoms is 1012s -1 at ¢=1, i.e. one order of magnitude larger than the Auger decay rates of M-shell states. Radiative transition rates are about 101°s-1 for n>2 and hence will not cause any significant deviation from a thermal distribution for densities larger than ¢ = 10 -2. The thermal equilibrium will not prevail in the more strongly split L-shell, since the rate of quenching at T < 500K is smaller than the rate of de-excitation of the 2p-level.
The vacuum polarization splitting of the M-shell would not influence the muon cascade, if the transfer rates had the strengths computed in refs. [2, 7] . However, if the observation is combined with the conjecture of strong suppression of the M-shell transfer rate, our analysis shows that a major change in the cascade occurs. At low temperatures, when the 3s state is dominantly populated, the muon falls into the 2p state which rapidly decays to the K-shell by radiation emission. At higher temperatures, a significant fraction of muons is in the 3p state which, after decaying into the metastable 2s state, mostly leads to transfer of the muon to a tritium atom. Thus the combination of M-shell splitting and transfer suppression has the effect of (a) enhancing the population, ql,, of the muonic ground state in deuterium -in agreement with experimental observations, and (b) yielding a functional dependence of ql, that is falling with temperature in accordance with experimental results [3] .
It must be noted that, at present, such a reduction in the transfer rate with respect to previous calculations is to a large degree hypothetical but not implausible, given the peculiar properties of the M-shell states: The energy gain in the transfer to the tritium M-shell (5.3eV --48eV/32) is very close to the dissociation energy of the target molecule (4.6eV), and the subshell splittings closely match the rotational energies in the hydrogen molecule. As we shall see, we require a suppression of the M-shell transfer by about two orders of magnitude. At this moment, we do not have a satisfactory, quantitative explanation for such a large suppression factor. (A calculation of the influence of molecular binding along the lines of neutron scattering theory [8] exhibits both enhancing and suppressing effects.) In view of the very delicate molecular structure effects involved in the computation of the M-shell transfer rate we will, therefore, use this suppression as a free parameter of our calculation, and concentrate on analyzing the cycle dynamics in terms of experimentally observed effects.
IS-POPULATION OF MUONIC DEUTERIUM IN A D-T MIXTURE
The relevant level structure and decay scheme of a #d atom is shown in Fig. 1 . Level splittings in the L-and M-shell are determined mainly by the vacuum polarization corrections, which amount to a relative shift of 220 meV between the 2s and 2p states, and 66.5 meV and 72.1 meV between the 3s and 
where A3p and A~d are the energy differences to the 3s state, respectively and T is the temperature. Since this splitting influences the statistical populations, there will be a significant temperature dependence of the muonic cascade in deuterium, in particular for T < 500K, which in turn influences the kinetics of the muon catalysis cycle. The rates for the transfer process
have been calculated [2] for collisions of d atoms with tritium atoms, not molecules. For atom-molecule collisions the transfer process can be strongly influenced by a substantial change of the final state density, as remarked above. For the Kand L-shells the transfer can easily be accompanied by dissociation of the target molecule, whereas those for n--3 and higher shells cannot. Thus for K-and Lshells the values calculated by Menshikov and Ponomarev probably apply, but for the M-shell a molecular suppression mechanism may well be active. We now turn to consider the effects of M-shell splitting and transfer suppression in muon catalyzed fusion. If the muon reaches the ls state in deuterium the (dt/z) fusion cycle is significantly delayed due to the very low transfer rate (3x 10Ss-:¢Ct) from this state. The (d/z) K-shell population probability is, therefore, a quantity of considerable practical interest. This probability can be written C~ql, where ql, is the probability for a muon, initially captured by a deuteron, to reach the (d/z) groundstate. Cd is the fraction of deuterium in the target. Calculations by Menshikov and Ponomarev [2] , which are based on uninhibited transfer from all excited states and ignore the splitting of the M-shell, predict very small values for ql,. Aside from the quoted muon catalyzed fusion experiments [3] [4] [5] , other work, specifically designed to measure ql, and recently carried out [9] , has also not been consistent with a small value of ql,. As discussed above, a molecular suppression factor, denoted by x, is conjectured to strongly inhibit the transfer from states in the (d#) M-shell. The dependence of ql, on the reduced strength of the transfer from higher states is shown in Fig. 2 , which gives ql~ as function of Ct for several values of the parameter x. Our calculation with the value x=l corresponds to Ponomarev's model, but includes the effects of vacuum polarization on the populations of the L-and M-shell substates. Assuming total transfer suppression (x=0) and a thermal distribution in the M-shell, we find much larger values, e.g. q1,=0.5 at ¢=1 and Ct =0.5 as compared with q1~=0.08 predicted in the absence of a molecular suppression effect. The dependence on tritium concentration was experimentally measured by Jones et al. [3] for ¢=0.72 and T=300K, who found ql~(Ct--O.5)/ql,(Ct=O.04) = 0.72+0.15. Our result for this ratio is 0.67, whereas Menshikov and Ponomarev find the much smaller value of 0.14. The measured C-dependence [3] is also in better agreement with our calculations.
The temperature dependence of ql~ is a sensitive probe for the value of x. We find that ql, decreases with increasing temperature for x=0, whereas this trend is reversed even for values as small as x -0.01. In the MenshikovPonomarev model (x = 1), modified to include a thermal distribution of the M-shell sublevels, ql~ increases by more than a factor 3 within the interval T --0 -500 K. (The original Menshikov-Ponomarev model has no temperature dependence.) Using data of Jones et al. [3] for )~dt and ql~, and assuming that Adt is independent of the temperature instead of ql,, we find that (qi-,1-1) is proportional to (6-t-1)×10-4T. This result is displayed in Fig. 3 where it is seen to be in reasonable agreement with the case x = 0, i.e. total suppression of the transfer from (d•),>2 atoms to (molecular) tritium. 
MUONIC X-RAYS IN PURE DEUTERIUM
The muonic cascade in pure deuterium can be employed to verify the Tdependence in the M-shell population. As before, we assume here that the population of the substates of the M-shell is thermally equilibrated for not too low densities (¢ > 0.1). Due to continuous fast repopulation of all states within the shell the independent populations n3s, nap, and n3a decay with the same average rate. However, only muons populating the 3p state contribute to the yield of K s (3p-ls) radiation. This yield is hence directly proportional to the 3p partial population and the branching ratio into this radiative channel. Decays from both the 3s and 3d states populate the 2p level which also decays into the ls level. Taking the ratio of the Kz and prompt K~ radiation we eliminate to a large extent our ignorance about other details in the cascade.
Calculations of the ratio Kz/K~ as a function of T for different ¢ show a strong dependence on the precise splitting between the 3p and 3s states indicating the sensitivity of this quantity to the hypothesis of thermal equilibrium in the M-shell. This temperature dependence provides also for a measure of the energy difference between the 3s and 3p states and is hence an indirect measurement of the vacuum polarization effect.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that a significant temperature dependence of qlm can result from the vacuum polarization splitting in the M-sheU of the (#d) atom, if the Mshell transfer rates of muons from deuterium to tritium atoms bound in molecules are strongly suppressed. Our conjecture draws heuristic support mainly from the fact that it allows for a much better description of recent experimental results [3] [4] [5] .
We note that, if our line of argument for molecular transfer suppression is correct, the suppressing mechanism is probably not active for atomic tritium. Calling the fraction of atomic tritium x ~ and using Fig. 2 we find that ql, = 0.5-10x ~ at ¢--1. Increasing x ~ to 1% hence would yield a 20% increase in the cycling rate, for large A~t~. Obviously, this effect could be used to test the presence of our conjectured molecular M-shell transfer suppression experimentally. For this it would suffice to add a small fraction of atomic tritium to the target. The temperature dependence of the cascade due to vacuum polarization splitting, on the other hand, can be studied by measuring the K~/K~ ratio in pure deuterium.
